almost 30 requests for that agenda so I decided to make it
this month's LifeMap topic. Here it is:

Paths Forward
* Preparation. Take 10 minutes to prepare for this first
meeting and it will go more smoothly. Each of you bring your
answers to 3 questions:
- On a scale of 1 to 10 (with 10 being "very comfortable") I'm
at a ___ with our financial life.
- I think our top 3 financial priorities should be
_______________________.
- What concerns me most about our financial life
is_____________________.
Also bring:
* last years tax filing,
* current pay stubs,
*bank /investment / SSI statements,
* list of monthly bills.
* The First Meeting. Start by sharing your answers to the
first 3 questions and then listen and digest your partner's
answers. You may find a lot of agreement, some agreement
or a fair amount of disagreement. This isn't the time to start
trying to bridge gaps. The primary goal here is to understand
each other's point of view - to sort of take your partner's
financial "temperature".
If this discussion takes 45 minutes it is time well spent but
you're probably at about your limit. If there is a pending
money issue that must be addressed during the coming week
deal with it and adjourn until next week. Pat each other on
the back for having started the process.
* Common Goals. The agenda for your next meeting is to
set household financial goals such as having a 6 month cash /
emergency cushion, saving for a home, school expenses,
saving for retirement and any foreseeable, upcoming financial
demands (i.e. car replacement, new roof, etc). You will find
that these goals are really just physical manifestations of your
values. Brainstorm ways to achieve them. Setting these goals
and assigning the sequence in which you tackle them requires
much discussion. But remember - agreement must be by
committee so don't give up.
* The Budget Meeting. Here's where the rubber really
meets the road. Your household budget is nothing more than
your family's business plan and we all know that every
successful business has a plan. Though it reflects the values
and goals of your household it is where you concretely plug in
real numbers. Thus both of you should come to this meeting
with your answers to these 3 questions:
- My top 3 saving priorities are ________________________.
- If we had to cut spending the first 3 areas to look at would
be ______________.
- What 3 areas in our budget are untouchable
____________________________.
Start the budget meeting by sharing theses answers which
will begin to give you a sense of your partner's approach to
spending / saving. Next list out your monthly income (from all

spending / saving. Next list out your monthly income (from all
sources) down one side of the paper and list your monthly
expenses down the other. If inflow exceeds outflow choose
where it goes (again according to your overall goals and
values). But if your outflow exceeds your inflow then changes
must be made. Start by looking at expenses and weed out
any wants that have crept into your needs column. Those
wants can be added back in when the cash inflow /outflow
picture improves (either by a raise, a new job, a part-time
job, scholarships / grants, buying a cheaper house, or
lowering some other major expenses).
* Your Ongoing Meetings. These are not easy issues but
continually pecking away at them together, constructively will
help you build the skills and discipline to address them
productively. Your values may not vary much but your goals
may need adjusting from time to time. Assign financial tasks
(checkbook balancing, bill paying, managing maintenance
projects, monitoring investments) according to skill and
interest. But remember the decisions of what to do, how
much to spend and how much to save /invest needs to be
made by consensus. Keep your eyes peeled for wants
creeping into the budget and for issues where you tend to
procrastinate.
* Final Tips. These are conversations, not debates. It's not
win/lose. If either of you feels like you're losing then you're
both losing. Ask "how can we - - -(achieve whatever)" versus
"how could you or why did you - - - (do whatever)" Avoid
blaming which sets a confrontational tone and raises the
stress level. Focusing on facts and already agreed upon goals
and targets helps lower the emotional climate. If spending is
an on-going issue set a dollar amount either of you can spend
in a month without "permission". Learn from mistakes and
move forward. Identify areas where you need more
information or better skills and use your library or adult ed
courses to fill those gaps.
LifeMap (sm) is about helping you achieve your life goals by
working supportively and collaboratively with those closest to
you.

· Need Career Coaching?
The best investment you can make is in your career, your
future and yourself.
email drpaul@drpaulpowers.com

· Tired of boring meetings??
Have Dr. Paul speak at your next off-site meeting or
conference. Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations
from an acknowledged leader in the field of career and
personal success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html
Resources
· Are you or someone you know job hunting or thinking about
it?

it?
The best, concise, all-round job changing guide available.
Revised Edition Winning Job Interviews by Dr. Paul Powers.
In this easy-to-follow, step-by-step book, Dr. Paul Powers
demystifies job interviewing, explains why the process
actually favors the job hunter, and shows how you can
dramatically improve your interview skills.
Packed with solid, practical information and laced with both
humor and "kick in the pants" motivation, Winning Job
Interviews is the book you wished you had before your last
interview... and is mandatory preparation for your next one!
· Stalled at work? Still struggling to find your true vocation?
Or know someone who is? Order your copy of Love Your Job!
Loving the Job You Have, Finding A Job You Love by Dr. Paul.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/booksandarticles.html

Have an issue or question you'd like Dr. Paul to address in a future edition? Send an email
to the email address list below.
If you found this issue of LifeMap of value please forward it to 3 people who you think will
enjoy it or you may send us their email address a for a free subscription.
To ensure that LifeMap is delivered to your inbox, please add drpaul@drpaulpowers.com to
your address book or list of approved senders.
(Our privacy policy: we do not share or sell email addresses or any info with any other parties. Ever.)

Sincerely,
Dr. Paul
Email: drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
Phone: 941-681-2304
Web: http://www.drpaulpowers.com
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